
Friday 15th November 2019 

Principal’s Message 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

I am writing at the end of a really successful week for Manchester Academy. On Wednesday, we were   

visited by two VIP guests – Dame Sally Coates and Dame Yasmin Bergin. These prestigious guests visited 

lessons and met with an exceptional group of student leaders in Y11, Rukayat, Chris, Mercy, Davies, 

Haaris, Ismail, Bromwyn and Cerys. The students articulated to our guests the changes and improvements 

in the Academy and how his has supported them to be successful. I was so proud of them and our guests 

were impressed with their confidence and eloquence. We visited numerous lessons and saw fantastic 

teaching and learning going on everywhere. Students were focused and showing determination to        

succeed. I felt so proud of our school and our guests were so impressed. Y11 were particularly impressive 

as they came from a two-hour Maths exam straight into learning with absolute commitment and maturity. 

We have been raising money for Comic Relief and our ATL 1 students will be involved in a whole host of 

activities over the next few weeks to celebrate their excellent Attitude to Learning. Y11’s Pre-Public       

Examinations are ongoing, and we are getting Y7 and Y10 ready for their first set of Big Tests. It is always 

busy at the Academy but that is because we are all committed to seeing the children succeed. 

Thanks as always for your loyal support – please spread our success around the community, 

Mr Eldon 

 

Year 7 

This week year 7 have started to take more ownership on their learning and have been thriving in lesson 

to try and achieve and maintain and ATL 1 score, and have been very productive in lessons, this is brilliant 

to see as they have got big tests coming up in December across all subjects. 

In English they have been writing stories, due to the high standard the following two students Qosie  and 

Mohammed have received prizes for their story writing. 

 

 

 



The year 7 football team have represented Manchester Academy in two games this week, a league game 

against Parrs wood where they played really well, and a cup game against Burnage. The two man of the 

matches for these games were Roman Bruno and Jamal Alenzi, well done!!! 

For all students who attend magic breakfast club from 8 in the morning where they can come in and have 

free breakfast they also have had the chance to receive raffle tickets to win prizes. I am pleased to         

announce we have two big winners in year 7, Amin Suldan 7EST who has won FIFA and Najma Hassan 

7EST who has won a £25 gift card, this is brilliant, congratulations!!! 

Brilliant achievements this week year 7, keep it up! 

Ms Maybury 

Year 8 

Mr Boyle has been out on training this week so we’ll have an extended Y8 bulletin next week! 

Year 9 

Words of the week – Attitude to Learning! This is quickly becoming the culture of the school and I am  

beyond proud of the sheer amount of pupils asking me when the next AtL will be requested; they are  

always keen to improve and are working hard to make significant progress. The next data drop will be in 

the next few weeks and I am excited to see the progress of my year group. I am certain this will show a 

positive improvement. In our forms over the last few weeks we have been running a Friday quiz            

competition – 9SMO have won this and will be receiving prizes from me on Monday! Well done to them 

and thank you for being so enthusiastic; time for the other forms to step up and try and beat their        

winning streak! We have seen some excellent work and effort in English this week, Ms Thomas’ had the       

following to say: ‘Laraib, Adam, Rahma, Abdirahmain, Azhar and Ejaz try their very best in every lesson 

and are a pleasure to teach!’ Well done to these pupils! Next week will be rewards week and I can’t wait 

to share these prizes with the truly wonderful, deserving students in my year group. Once again, I am    

beyond proud of the 95% of year 9 and feel privileged to lead, alongside their form tutors, such wonderful 

pupils. Keep it up Year 9 and let’s Make Manchester even more Magic!  

Mrs Henzell 

Year 10 

Four times in the last four days teachers have stopped me to comment on how well their year 10 classes 

are doing, this is a real reflection of the maturing, charismatic and creative students we are lucky to have 

in year 10. I have been sent English and Computing work that stands out as some of the best I have seen 

in my career! Habib Sharif and Mohammed Naseem completed their computer programming project in 

half the time allocated and completed it to an exceptional standard. They then went on to support the 

rest of the learners! Mrs Rashid has named them as programmers of the future!  

Over 100 students achieved ATL 1 with at least 40 others making large improvements from the last ATL 

entry. Students with ATL 1 will be entered into a bronze prize draw next week where they can win      

shopping vouchers for all their hard work. More information on rewards next week to follow! 

Next week, we welcome Kelly Crawford an editor from the BBC to talk to year 10 girls about careers in 



digital media. I have lined up a number of professionals from very interesting backgrounds to discuss their 

success and pathways into the workplace. It’s really important at this stage in KS4 that children start to 

consider their interests and direction. In Careers month after Christmas this process will become much 

more focused. Well done year 10 on a very purposeful and energetic week. 

Ms Tempest 

Year 11 

Pre-Public Examinations continued, and students demonstrated good practice. Next week students will sit 

Biology paper 2, Maths paper 3 and RE paper 2, along with MFL speaking and listening. 

Year 11 students that speak an additional language are being encouraged by the Academy to take and   

extra GCSE in an alternative language. Students must be competent in another language by              

demonstrating reading, writing, speaking and listening. 

Year 11 PSHE students to part in an outreach program to encourage young student doctors from the    

University of Manchester to interact with their community. They delivered session on anxiety worry and 

relaxation methods linked to ‘Get the Edge’ preparing students for upcoming exam season. 

Mr Morley. 

“The visit was organised very smoothly, and we felt looked after and welcome at all stages. Other staff 

that we encountered in the corridors and reception were also welcoming – the academy felt like a really 

nice place to visit. 

I thought the pupils were a credit to the school. They were bright and curious and had very insightful 

comments about quite a tricky topic. Pupils weren’t afraid to speak up and it felt like they really trusted 

their teachers – we saw really positive interactions between them. The classrooms felt like very            

supportive environments and I was impressed with how well the teachers knew their pupils – helping 

them to bring out their points. 

It would be a pleasure to visit again and I hope this association between Manchester Academy and the 

medical school can continue,” 

Professor Jo Hart – Deputy Head of the Division of Medical Education, University of Manchester 

A brilliant week - keep it up Y11 

Mr Clarke 

 

 

 

 


